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About me

 H i , My name’s Sebastian and my friends call me Seba.

 I’m 11 years old and I’m in the 6th grade at the Henryk 
Sienkiewicz Primary School in Stare Babice. I live near the 
school and I like to ride there a scooter the most.

 I live in Latchorzew, the small village, which is located on 
the border of Warsaw, a large city that is the capital of 
Poland. I like to live here, because I am very close to the 
entertainment of a big city (cinemas, playgrounds, pools, 
restaurants, Old Town, monuments) but I live in a quiet
place with a forest and clean air. 

 I love cycling, swimming, walking and visiting new places. 

 I like to eat Hawaiian pizza, pepperoni and potatoes in all
forms. I also like cooking and I hope to be able to 
participate in the Master Chef Junior TV program someday.



My appearance

I am 154 cm tall, of normal build. I have 
brown hair and eyes and I also wear 

glasses. I like to wear jeans and t-shirts, 
but I wear a uniform every day to school.



My personality
I am a very cheerful person, I like to tell jokes and 
learn new ones. In my life, I value truth, honesty 
and kindness. I like helping others and I respect 
other people. I love nature and I take care of three 
cats at home. They are all black and white. I have 
a huge imagination and I like to dream and plan 
the future.



My interests I have many interests, I like to learn new and interesting things. 

At school, my favourite subjects are: math, computer science, 
history, English, and geography. Outside of school, I go to micro 
modeling and military history classes, radio-wave classes, and on 
Fridays nights I play board games with my friends. On Saturdays I 
go to scout assemblies. I have been a scout for over two years 
and I really like scouting. We often go on rallies and camps, 
where we learn to survive in difficult forest conditions and how 
to cope without modern devices.



I am interested in traveling and I hope to see the whole 
world in the future. I love discovering mysterious places in 
my house (ex. garage) and finding antiques and souvenirs, 
such as my grandfather's watch and other old stuff.

In my spare time, I meet my friends from the neighborhood 
and we have fun together. And when I'm alone, I like to 
spend my time at the computer, playing Minecraft. I also love 
to stack Lego blocks, I have many ideas and I build interesting 
worlds. I also read books, lately I've been reading the Harry 
Potter series.



I like to be socially involved. Last year I 
became a councilor of the Youth Municipal
Council of Stare Babice. It is an authority 
that has an influence on youth affairs. I 
hope that in the current term of office we 
will manage to introduce some projects 
important for young people.



Last summer it 
was amazing as I 
spent a few days 
sailing. I have
learned the 
basics of sailing,
and the lake is 
beautiful at 
dawn.



My family

My family is huge, I can say patchwork family. I have 4 stepsisters 
with whom I am very related. Though we don't live together, we 
often see each other on weekends. We also spend holidays 
together with our grandmother. She lives in Olsztyn, which is 
located in Warmia, by beautiful lakes, where we were swimming
together.



I live with my mother on a daily basis and we love to 
spend time together. We often cycle and walk together.



Thanks for watching and I hope to see you soon


